Plain packaging of cigarettes: do we have sufficient evidence?
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Abstract: Tobacco industry marketing is a primary factor influencing cigarette smoking behavior and the cigarette pack has become an important marketing vehicle for tobacco companies. Standardized “plain” cigarette packaging is advocated as a public health policy to prevent and reduce morbidity and mortality caused by smoking by reducing youth smoking initiation and promoting cessation among smokers. Plain packaging was implemented in Australia in December 2012, and several other countries are considering doing so, but each faces foreseeable legal resistance from opponents to such measures. Tobacco companies have challenged these public health policies, citing international trade agreements and intellectual property laws. Decision-making in these court cases will hinge in part on whether the evidence indicates the public health benefits of plain packaging outweigh any potential harm to tobacco manufacturers’ interests. We reviewed the available evidence in support of plain packaging, finding evidence from observational, experimental, and population-based studies. Results indicate that plain packaging can reduce positive perceptions of smoking and dissuade tobacco use. Governments deciding to implement plain cigarette packaging measures can rely on this evidence to help make a strong case that plain packaging plays an important role in the context of comprehensive smoking prevention efforts.
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Introduction
Cigarette smoking is the leading preventable cause of death globally. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates there are over 1 billion smokers worldwide. Despite reductions in the prevalence of smoking in developed countries, smoking is increasing globally.1 Tobacco, including cigarette smoking, kills 5.4 million people a year and is a risk factor for six of the eight leading causes of deaths in the world.1 Recent evidence also indicates that smoking contributes to more morbidity than was evident previously.2,3 Smoking also incurs significant financial costs to society. An estimated US $500 billion are lost each year due to health care expenditures, lost productivity, and other financial costs due to smoking.3 In light of the significant public health and financial impact incurred by smoking, preventing smoking initiation and promoting cessation are global public health goals.4

Although many factors influence tobacco use behavior, tobacco industry marketing and promotions stand out as a prominent factor encouraging tobacco use.5 Tobacco companies spend tens of billions of dollars each year to promote their products,4 and exposure to tobacco industry promotions has been causally linked to youth tobacco use.6,7 Due to increasing restrictions on tobacco advertising and marketing, cigarette
packaging has become a crucial promotional medium. Evidence demonstrates that cigarette packaging, including the pack format (size, shape, opening), colors, logos, and descriptors impact consumer perceptions of the health risks of smoking, perceived appeal of tobacco products, and attitudes toward smoking. As others have noted, the cigarette pack is a valuable marketing tool to the tobacco industry because it represents a direct link between tobacco manufacturers and consumers, and smokers and non-smokers are exposed to cigarette packs because they are visible with each product use. Some have described cigarette packs as a “silent salesman” for tobacco companies.

Consequently, cigarette package regulations are advocated as part of a comprehensive set of policies to reduce tobacco use and associated morbidity and mortality. Article 11 of the WHO’s Framework Convention for Tobacco Control (FCTC), an international health treaty to reduce the global public health toll of tobacco use, recommends graphic warning labels for cigarette packages conveying the health risks of smoking using text and imagery. FCTC guidelines recommend graphic warning labels cover ≥30% of the front and back of the pack surface, and advocate upward of 50% to optimize their impact. Globally, more than 60 countries have adopted or are considering adopting graphic warning labels for cigarette packs as a public health policy measure. Empirical evidence indicates strong, graphic warnings have an impact in reducing tobacco use. Article 11 of the FCTC also recommends regulations prohibiting the use of false or misleading descriptors, such as low, light, and mild, and more than 50 countries have enacted such prohibitions.

Standardized, plain cigarette packaging (“plain packaging”) is another potential public health policy for reducing tobacco use. Plain packaging regulations strip cigarette packs of all branding elements, including colors and logos, and mandates that all cigarette packaging be a standardized color (eg, brown) and display only a brand name in a required font style and format. Article 11 of the WHO FCTC states that signatories “should consider adopting measures to restrict or prohibit the use of logos, colors, brand images or promotional information on packaging other than brand names and product names displayed in a standard color and font style (plain packaging”). Plain packaging was first raised as a public health policy strategy in the late 1980s by the New Zealand government. In the early 1990s, plain packaging was considered by the Canadian government, but ultimately was not enacted. Now, plain packaging is considered as part of a comprehensive public health strategy striving to eliminate the morbidity and mortality caused by tobacco use, primarily by reducing youth cigarette smoking initiation as well as promoting cessation among current smokers. In 2012, Australia became the first country to introduce plain packaging through the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act. The law was enacted despite legal resistance and public relations campaigns against the measure by the tobacco industry, ultimately being upheld by the High Court of Australia. Cigarette packages in Australia are now required to use standardized brown-colored packaging and to display graphic warning labels covering 75% of the front and 90% of the back of all packs. Several other countries are considering similar plain packaging policies, including France, Scotland, the UK, and New Zealand.

Proponents of plain packaging argue it can prevent youth smoking initiation and promote cessation among current smokers by reducing the appeal of cigarettes, increasing attention to health warning labels, and affecting smoking-related attitudes and beliefs. Opponents of plain packaging, including tobacco manufacturers, retailers, and some governments, argue that such policies are economically harmful (eg, revenue and job loss), increase illicit trade of contraband tobacco products, and lack scientific support to demonstrate that they can reduce tobacco use. Ultimately, any government considering implementing a plain packaging policy will likely face legal challenges similar to Australia’s experience. Tobacco manufacturers and their representatives have also challenged such policies on the grounds that they violate international trade and trademark laws. One major international tobacco company has preemptively indicated they will do so in the UK where plain packaging legislation has not yet been introduced but is under consideration. Challenges under national constitutions or other domestic law would likely arise in some countries as well.

The outcome of these legal challenges will be based on interpretation of applicable laws and international trade agreements in a given country’s courts. However, as has recently been the case with implementing similar cigarette packaging regulations, the available scientific evidence will play a crucial role in decisions surrounding plain packaging policies. Others have previously reviewed the evidence on plain packaging for cigarettes. The goal of this review was not to duplicate prior work, but to examine the existing evidence in the current policy climate to understand the potential viability and impact of plain packaging as a public health measure to reduce the burden of tobacco use. We organized the review around the evidence that plain packaging could prevent youth tobacco use and
reduce smoking among adults, given these two populations are critical to reduce the global burden of cigarette smoking. A well-established framework for evaluating public health policies for reducing tobacco use guided this analysis.48

**Preventing youth cigarette smoking**

It is estimated that 90% of all adults who smoke cigarettes begin smoking before 18 years of age.1 This makes preventing youth cigarette smoking a primary means to reduce tobacco use.23 Studies have examined the potential impact of plain packaging for achieving this goal using a variety of methods, focusing on how plain packaging may affect youth’s perceptions of cigarettes, perceptions of smoking, and other cognitive and attitudinal factors that influence youth tobacco use.

Qualitative studies have investigated youth’s perceptions of plain cigarette packaging using methods such as focus groups. McCool et al49 conducted 12 focus groups with 80 New Zealand youths ages 14–16. Youths perceived that regulations involving both plain packaging and strong, graphic health warnings would be the most effective approach to reduce the appeal of smoking among youths and increase perceptions that smoking is harmful.49 Scheffels and Saebo50 also conducted five focus groups among Norwegian youths ages 16–21, including non-smokers, occasional smokers, and daily smokers. Compared with fully branded cigarette packs, plain packages were perceived less favorably and were thought to no longer convey the positive brand imagery that is typically communicated through cigarette packs. Finally, Van Hal et al51 also conducted eight focus groups with a total of 55 Flemish adolescents ages 15–18, including current smokers and prior experimenters. Youths perceived plain packs as less attractive than branded packs, and believed plain packs are more likely to draw attention to health warning labels displayed on the packs.

Others have investigated youth’s perceptions of plain cigarette packaging by exposing them to images or examples of plain cigarette packs in cross-sectional behavioral surveys. Ford et al52 surveyed 1,025 youths ages 11–16 from the UK as part of the UK Youth Tobacco Policy survey. They examined adolescents’ perceptions of plain cigarette packs relative to regular branded packs and branded packs with novel features (eg, unique shape, opening). Although youths viewed all types of packs negatively overall, plain packs were viewed less favorably than any of the branded packs. Moodie et al53 conducted a similar online survey with 658 UK youths ages 10–17. Youths perceived that plain cigarette packs were unattractive (91%), uncool (87%), and were packs that young people would not want to be seen with (88%).53 Youths also indicated that smokers of cigarettes from plain packs were unpopular (59%), boring (63%), unfashionable (67%), and older people (69%).53 Youths who had never tried smoking were more likely than those who had tried smoking to hold such negative beliefs.

Several studies have also used experimental methods to examine youth’s perceptions of plain cigarette packs. Germain et al54 conducted an experiment with 1,087 Australian youths ages 14–17 to examine the effects of plain packaging and graphic health warnings on cigarette packs. Plain packaging reduced youth’s positive perceptions of cigarette packs, led to more negative perceptions of smokers, and reduced perceived quality of the cigarettes within the packs. These effects were similar among non-smokers who were susceptible to smoking in the future, those who had previously tried smoking, and youths who were current smokers. Larger graphic warning labels produced further reductions in youth’s perceptions of cigarette packs.

Hammond et al conducted experimental studies examining the impact of plain packaging on youth’s perceptions of cigarette packs and other outcomes related to smoking behavior.55,56 In one study with 806 UK youths ages 11–17, plain packs were rated as less attractive, reduced false beliefs about the health risks and addictiveness of smoking, and were less appealing to youth to try relative to branded packs.56 In another experimental study with 947 female UK youths ages 11–17, participants were randomly assigned to view branded or plain cigarette packs. Compared with all branded packs, plain packs were rated least appealing and worse tasting, were associated with fewer false beliefs about the health risks of smoking, and were related to less-positive perceptions of smokers using those packs.57 Female youths were also significantly less likely to indicate they would accept a pack of cigarettes when offered a plain pack versus a branded pack.57 In another experimental study of 712 UK youths ages 11–17, participants viewed pairs of cigarette packs that displayed one of three health warning labels (40% text, 40% graphic, or 80% graphic) on one of two plain pack colors (white versus brown).59 Compared with the branded packs, the plain packs were perceived as less attractive and were less likely to encourage smoking initiation. The larger health warnings were more likely to be reported as impactful.59

Two studies reported on results of an experiment conducted with 1,022 Norwegian youths ages 15–22.77,58 Participants were randomized to view regular branded cigarette packs, plain cigarette packs without descriptors, and plain packs with descriptors. Plain packaging reduced
positive perceptions of smokers, and these results held for females in multivariable analyses adjusting for potential confounders. Finally, Maynard et al. conducted an experiment with 87 UK adolescents ages 14–19 using eye-tracking to determine whether plain packaging affects youth’s visual attention to graphic warning labels compared with branded packs. There were more eye movements to health warnings on plain packs versus branded packs, whereas on branded packs, youths devoted equal time viewing the warning labels and pack branding. This pattern of findings was evident among experimenters and weekly smokers, but not among never smokers or daily smokers.

Reducing adult cigarette smoking

Among smokers, quitting smoking at any time significantly reduces the lifetime risk of tobacco-associated morbidity and mortality. Indeed, policies designed to help smokers quit are essential to reduce the global burden of tobacco use. Like the studies conducted among youths, research has examined the potential impact of plain packaging measures for reducing adult cigarette smoking using various methodological approaches.

Some investigations of plain packaging among adults have used qualitative methodologies. Arora et al. used a mixed-methods study involving focus groups, interviews with public officials, and public opinion survey data collection to assess perceptions and support for potential plain packaging regulations in India. Plain packaging was favored by most participants and key stakeholders. Perceptions indicated “packaging attracts people” and that plain packaging would reduce the appeal of cigarette packs and diminish the role of packs as a promotional tool. Participants also indicated plain packaging would motivate smokers to quit. Hoek et al. conducted focus groups examining identity perceptions of plain packaging among 86 young adult smokers and non-smokers. Results indicated that plain packaging would reduce the appeal of cigarettes and diminish the role of cigarette branding in shaping young adults’ social connotations of smoking. Furthermore, Scheffels and Saebo surveyed 87 young adult women ages 18–29 to investigate the impact of cigarette red, blue, gold, silver, and white packaging coloring and presence of flavor descriptors (eg, ultimate, smooth) and other packaging attributes on perceived quality, taste, harms, and level of tar of the cigarettes in each pack. Perceptions varied by all types of descriptors examined, demonstrating that even on plain packaging without any other branding elements, pack coloring and descriptors can influence perceptions. Gallopel-Morvan et al. surveyed nearly 900 adult smokers and non-smokers in France to assess their perceptions of regular branded packs, packs with novel features (eg, pack shape, opening), and plain packs. Plain packs were perceived to be less attractive, less attention grabbing, and less likely to be purchased by youths compared with branded and novel packs. Plain packs were also perceived as the most effective for motivating smokers to quit.

Other investigators have used “naturalistic” methods aiming to approximate the real-world experience of using plain cigarette packages. Gallopel-Morvan et al. examined the impact of plain packaging among 133 French roll-your-own cigarette smokers ages 18–25. Participants used plain roll-your-own packs provided by researchers for 10 days. They completed baseline and follow-up surveys of their perceptions of the packs, the product, the brands, and other outcomes. Compared to their usual “fully” branded packs, plain packs were associated with less positive pack and product perceptions, lower brand attachment, and less positive feelings about smoking. Participants were also more likely to report being motivated to quit when using the plain packs.

Moodie et al. conducted two similar studies. In one study, 48 smokers used their regular branded packs for 2 weeks and used plain packs provided by the researchers for 2 weeks. During each period, participants completed surveys assessing outcomes. Compared with branded packaging, plain packaging increased negative attitudes about the pack and smoking, increased avoidant behavior (hiding the pack, covering the pack); increased smoking cessation behaviors (smoking less when around others, foregoing cigarettes); and increased thoughts about quitting. Moodie et al. conducted another study where 187 young adult women ages 18–35 used plain cigarette packs that were provided by the researchers for 1 week, used their own branded packs for 1 week, and completed outcome assessments during each period.
Compared to branded packaging, plain packaging led to more negative perceptions and feelings about the pack and smoking, and increased tobacco avoidant behaviors.

Several studies have examined plain packaging among adults using experimental methods. These studies have included adults from several countries including Australia, Canada, the US, UK, and Brazil. Typically, participants were randomized to view plain cigarette packs or regular branded packs, and differences in perceptions of packaging and other smoking-related outcomes were assessed. The results consistently showed that adults perceived plain cigarette packs to be less attractive and less appealing than branded packs, perceived the quality of the cigarettes (eg, taste, smoothness) contained in plain packs to be lower, and that plain packaging reduced false beliefs about the potential harms and addictiveness of smoking. Plain packaging was also shown to reduce the likelihood that smokers would purchase cigarettes, reduce purchase demand for cigarettes, and reduce tobacco-seeking behavior.

Some experiments examined the potential interactions between graphic health warning labels and plain packaging. In general, these studies showed that the combination of plain packaging and graphic warning labels significantly affects adults’ perceptions of cigarettes and other related outcomes. However, there is evidence that plain packaging affects these outcomes independent of graphic warning labels.

Finally, two studies used eye-tracking to experimentally examine whether plain packaging affects adults’ visual attention to the warning labels on cigarette packs. In a sample of 30 nicotine dependent adult smokers, Maynard et al found that although smokers predominantly fixated on the branding rather than the health warning, time spent viewing the branding relative to the health warnings was smaller for plain packs. For branded packs, smokers’ attention was on the branding for the entire time that packs were viewed. Munafò et al also assessed the impact of plain packaging on visual attention toward cigarette pack health warnings using eye-tracking among non-smokers, weekly smokers, and daily smokers. Non-smokers and weekly smokers, but not daily smokers, devoted greater visual attention to the health warnings on plain packs versus branded packs.

Population data from Australia’s experience

Surveillance data gathered in Australia provide population-level information on the impact of plain packaging once it has been implemented in a real-world setting. Wakefield et al analyzed cross-sectional survey data collected in Victoria, Australia during the initial roll-out phase of plain packaging regulations. Compared with branded pack smokers, those smoking from plain packs perceived their cigarettes to be lower in quality and less satisfying, were more likely to think about quitting in the past week, and were more likely to indicate that quitting was important. Over time as the roll-out continued and more branded pack smokers transitioned to plain packs, their perceptions changed to be similar to those who were among the first to be using plain packs.

From 2006 to 2013, before and shortly after implementation of plain packaging, Dunlop et al examined data from serial, cross-sectional surveys conducted with >15,000 Australians. After the plain packaging regulations took effect, there was a significant increase in the number of smokers reporting strong cognitive and emotional responses to graphic warning labels, suggesting plain packaging increased the warning’s effects on cognitions and emotions related to quitting smoking. There were also increases in the number of smokers who perceived cigarette packs to be unattractive and indications of negative brand appeal. These changes persisted 3 months and 6 months after implementation.

Young et al investigated trends in calls to a telephone quit line after implementing plain packaging in Australia. They found a relative 78% increase in the number of smokers calling the quit line per week following the implementation of plain packaging, after adjusting for seasonal trends and several other potential confounding variables.

Swift et al used survey data to examine Australian smokers’ attitudes toward plain packing before and after implementation, predictors of attitude change, and the relationship between support of plain packaging and quitting smoking. Support for plain packaging increased after implementation, but the law was associated with greater perceived risks of smoking, stronger motivation to quit, and lower addiction.

Zacher et al examined whether cigarette pack display and smoking at outdoor venues changed after Australia’s plain packaging law was introduced. Before and after implementation, the researchers enumerated patrons, smokers, and tobacco packs at cafés, restaurants, and bars with outdoor seating. Visible pack display declined by 15% and active smoking dropped 23%. The decline in pack display was stronger in venues with children present, and was limited to mid and high socioeconomic status areas. The proportion of packs concealed (eg, by cell phones, wallets) increased,
though this practice was limited to a small proportion of smokers observed (<10%).

Additionally, the Australian Government Department of Health recently reported population data on tobacco control outcomes after plain packaging was implemented. Australia experienced its lowest recorded level of cigarette consumption in the first quarter of 2014, cigarette sales fell by 3% from 2012 to 2013, and the number of daily smokers ages 14 and older decreased from 15.1% in 2010 to 12.8% in 2013.64 Although these changes cannot be directly attributable to plain packaging alone, they are strongly suggestive that plain packaging is contributing to decreases in smoking at the population level.

Studies examining the potential detrimental impact of plain packaging

Plain packaging opponents argue that such policies are economically harmful (eg, revenue and job loss) and increase illicit trade.19,42 Several studies examined these claims, including studies using data from Australia’s recent experience. Carter et al19 experimentally examined whether plain packaging increases retail transaction times, which could lead to diminished revenue for retailers. Average transaction time was significantly faster for plain compared with branded packs, and 40% of participants made one or more mistakes when selecting from branded packs versus 17.3% with plain packs. Carter et al19 also conducted an observational study to examine the impact of plain packaging on retail transaction times before and immediately after implementation. The researchers timed retail transactions at 100 tobacco retailers after requesting one of 17 popular cigarette brands (randomly selected). After plain packaging implementation, retailer selection times and errors decreased, and average transaction time declined. Bayly et al87 and Wakefield et al19 conducted similar observational studies of tobacco retailers in Australia and the findings were similar, with no increases in pack retrieval transaction times after plain packaging implementation.

Plain packaging opponents argue that it will increase counterfeit tobacco purchasing. Moodie et al89 conducted focus groups with 54 adult smokers, finding that smokers believed plain packaging would have little impact on their ability to identify counterfeit tobacco or on counterfeit tobacco purchases. Scollo et al90 investigated whether smokers were more likely to purchase illicit tobacco, using data from serial cross-sectional surveys conducted before and after plain packaging was implemented in Australia. They found no evidence that illicit tobacco purchases changed. Scollo et al91 investigated the availability of illicit tobacco in small retail outlets in Australia after the implementation of plain packaging in a field observational study. Similarly, no changes in illicit tobacco availability were found.

Implications for plain packaging implementation

Studies deploying a range of methodologies, including observational and experimental research, consistently show that plain packaging can reduce the appeal of cigarettes, decrease the power of the cigarette pack as a marketing vehicle, increase attention to the health warning labels, and impact smoking-related attitudes and cognitions. Evidence from Australia comparing population-level data gathered before and after plain packaging was implemented in late 2012 shows similar findings. Studies of the potential adverse effects of plain packaging have shown that plain packaging does not increase retail transaction times, and there is no observable increase in use of illicit or counterfeit tobacco. Nonetheless, opponents of plain packaging have presented significant challenges to the widespread adoption of plain packaging. Following the proposal of the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act in Australia, one major transnational tobacco company transferred ownership of its Australian operation to Hong Kong in order to file a dispute of the proposed law under a bilateral investment treaty between Hong King and Australia.43 In an ongoing case, the company argues that their interests in Australia are protected by a clause in the treaty ensuring fair and equitable treatment provisions. As noted above, the same company has also indicated they would launch legal opposition to a plain packaging measure that has been under consideration in the UK.44 However, others observed that transnational tobacco companies have relied on unsubstantiated evidence mired with undisclosed conflicts of interest to argue against plain packaging.92 and that opposition to cigarette packaging regulations under the auspices of international trade law is based on tenuous legal arguments, at best.37,43 A recent analysis of internal tobacco industry documents suggests their own legal counsel advised that international trade agreements do not provide adequate legal grounds to preclude packaging regulation.43

The use of bilateral investment treaties is a common strategy used by the tobacco industry to thwart regulation, and one that will likely be used against plain packaging requirements. In addition to the Australian case currently underway, a major tobacco company has challenged Uruguay’s pack content restrictions and graphic warning label requirements.
via a bilateral investment treaty with Switzerland. Among other claims, the company argued that Uruguay’s requirements expropriated and deprived the company of its property interests. There is variation in treaty language, but expropriation occurs when a government interferes with property rights, and it generally requires additional factors, such as a lack of a bona fide public purpose, trade discrimination, or harm to the property interest that is disproportionate to the public benefits. This suggests that tobacco regulators will succeed in defending plain packaging and other package regulation, to the extent that they can demonstrate through scientific evidence that regulation engenders significant public health benefits that outweigh their interference with property interests.

Lobbying organizations representing the interests of international tobacco companies, including the American Legislative Exchange Council, have also indirectly challenged the legitimacy of the Australian plain packaging law under current World Trade Organization (WTO) intellectual property agreements. Since private companies cannot lodge complaints to the WTO, the American Legislative Exchange Council has provided funds and council to several countries, including Honduras, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and Ukraine to contest the legality of the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act in Australia. These challenges, which allege improper technical barriers to trade and interference with intellectual property rights, are currently being reviewed through the WTO dispute process. Whether plain packaging constitutes what WTO law calls an “encumbrance” on intellectual property rights depends on if public health gains justify the deprivation of property interests and whether a less restrictive alternative exists. In general, compared to other package restrictions, plain packaging requirements should be able to endure the intellectual property claims. However, as a recent trade dispute between the US and Indonesia has shown, it is important that countries require plain packaging for all similar tobacco products, lest they risk being found to have employed a discriminatory technical barrier to trade in violation of WTO law. For example, a country that predominantly imports cigarettes but produces smokeless tobacco domestically cannot require plain packaging of cigarettes only.

Legal systems in individual countries are obviously unique, and the acceptability of plain packaging will vary accordingly. For example, the legality of plain packaging was upheld by the Australian High Court. However, legal disputes over graphic warning labels required by the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act in the US and delayed implementation of plain packaging measures in the UK suggest that tobacco companies will often file domestic litigation as well. Plain packaging – like any restriction on commercial expression – is particularly complicated in settings where the tobacco industry alleges constitutional free expression violations. To prevail, the governments would need to demonstrate that plain packaging directly advances the important public interest of promoting the nation’s health. As with most legal challenges to public health regulation, the integral question is the extent to which strong scientific evidence makes it likely that the benefits of regulation outweigh the harm to corporate interests – though the extent to which the balance must tilt in favor of strong evidence of public health benefit differs from country to country. While countries considering plain packaging measures should expect resistance, the evidence reviewed herein suggests that such measures can substantially improve public health. Ultimately, plain packaging cases will be decided on a country-by-country basis, while still operating under relevant intellectual property, bilateral investment, and trade agreements.

It is important to be mindful that plain packaging represents one potential policy measure that can be deployed as part of a suite of comprehensive public health strategies to reduce morbidity and mortality caused by tobacco use. For example, in several studies reviewed, plain packaging was examined along with graphic health warning labels, and in Australia larger warnings were required at the same time that plain packaging was implemented. Despite this overlap, strong, graphic warnings existed in Australia prior to plain packaging implementation, suggesting the changes in tobacco-related outcomes are attributable at least in part to implementing plain packaging. Further evidence, such as the studies by McCool et al and Scheffels and Saebø indicates that plain packaging accompanied by strong, graphic warnings can influence public health outcomes, such as promoting smoking cessation. However, the impact of measures such as plain packaging for increasing smoking cessation will likely be limited if not accompanied by other components of a comprehensive approach to tobacco control, consistent with FCTC recommendations. In conclusion, our review indicates there is sufficient empirical evidence to support implementing plain packaging as part of a comprehensive suite of public health measures designed to reduce morbidity, mortality, and financial costs caused by tobacco use.
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